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August 28, 2017
RE: LGA Co-

Location Plan

Memb€rs,
This notice is to inform you that through recent meetints held with upper management at LGA, the following
information has been provided to your Local Leadership pertaining to a Co-Location Plan. As communicated in
the past, the JCBA when completed will bring many changes and challenges to us. The Cross-Utilization

Agreement has already tested our Union in many ways, but together with as much moral fiber as possible we
can navigate through all the challenges in solidarity.
ln September 2017, you will start receiving more information and see the chan8es that are coming our way, such
as our Gate 10 Breakroom will be under construction along with our De-icing room which we the TWU will no
longer have access to. The Co-Location Plan is scheduled for November 10, 2017. ln an effort to bring American
( tAA/LUsl closer together and operate as efficient as possible, in the next few weeks we will be dealint with a
future Operating footprint, Operatint Strategy, Operating Schedule and training issues.
To update you with one of the major changes, LUS will be moving ALL of their current scheduled Departures to
LAA bag room "c" to be worked by LUS/IAM employees. Our LAA-MIA Flights will ALL be moved to bag room
"8" to be worked by IM/TWU employees. This bag room layout will brinB a congestion like we have never seen

before. We have discussed additional FT headcount at IGA in order to prepare and provide the best and safest
possible working conditions. When it comes down to more detailed information on this topic, it is
recommended that our members attend our next memb€rship meetings to discuss scheduled departures,
mainline, Regional and gate information.
We will also have badge ln clock information, locker room information, break.oom information and training

information. The next few months will be very important for us moving forward as a Union and the more
accurately Informed and involved our members are the Stronger we will be. Please do not spread or listen to
rumors on the field and see your Local Officers or attend your membership meeting for the most accurate and
up to date information.
"Your Continued Support is Appreciated and Needed"

Airline Division

